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This Swann Micro Hornet mini RC helicopter is probably the world’s smallest and lightest!  The tiny 5.5” (14.5cm) long 
helicopter is fully functional and equipped with the latest Gyroscope technology.  It can take off from the palm of your hand!   
With a bit of practice, the easy to use remote controller with trimmer and full directional joystick, will have you hovering the 
fast and agile hornet with precision and style!

Powered by a built-in rechargeable Lithium battery, simply plug the lead into the infrared controller to re-fuel.  20–30 
minutes of charge time will give you up to 5 minutes of flight time. Whether you are young or just young at heart, this tiny 
RC helicopter packs endless hours of fun for everyone!

Features
Made for Indoors
The smallest and lightest RC helicopter, is made of specialized, 
lightweight construction built specifically for indoor use.  It comes 
with a spare set of main rotor blades and rear rotor.

No setup, simply charge and take off
Comes fully constructed and ready to fly.  Simply charge the 
battery and you’re away with up to 5 minutes flying time per 
charge!  Charges off the remote control within 20–30 minutes.

Easy to control with realistic movement
The advanced 3.5-channel, infrared remote control operates 
forward/backward, left/right and up/down giving you full control 
and a realistic real life helicopter motion.  

Small, agile and lots of fun
Super easy to fly and will have you performing death-defying 
turns, dives and stunts in no time!  The fine tuning rotation 
trimmer enables you to perfect your flight.

Specification
Battery Requirements:  
 6 x AA for remote control*  
Built-in 3.7V Li-poly in helicopter

Remote Control: 
Infrared

Rotor Diameter: 
11.5cm (4.5”)

Dimensions: 
14.5cm (5.5”) x 11.5cm (4.5”) x 7cm (2.75”)
(Including rotors)

Weight: 15g (0.53oz) (Helicopter only)
*Batteries NOT included.

CONtents 
Micro Hornet helicopter
Remote control with charging 
cable (batteries not inc.)
Spare rotor blades
Rear rotor
Operating instructions

WARNING
CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts Not for children under 3 yearsUPC: 815849011281

Swann Code: SWTOY-HORNET
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